
Take Recruiting  
Into the Age of 
Collaboration

Google Docs. Salesforce. Slack. Collaboration tools dominate the modern 
workflow. Companies of all sizes recognize the significant ROI collaborative 
tools bring.

It is time to bring those benefits to HR and recruiting. Which is why we 
developed Comeet. A collaborative recruiting platform, it takes you from 
requisition to hiring in one seamless, semi-automated process.

The collaborative nature of our process ensures better hiring choices,
the kind that fuel your company’s growth.



Test Drive The Future  
of Recruiting Today

Centralized Automation
Everyone and everything is 
coordinated and scheduled,  
all on the same page. 

Responsive Evaluations
Evaluations are completed and 
delivered without having to 
hound interviewers.

Data-Driven Reporting
Extensive reporting options 
provide insights and metrics that 
keep your bosses happy and the 
hiring managers informed.

Prepared Interviews
Interview questions (and 
answers!) are built in advance, 
so the interviewer is ready and 
knows what to look for.

Assignment Transparency
Everyone knows what they need 
to do and nothing falls through 
the cracks.

Collaborative Workflow
Hiring teams work together with 
recruiting leads, rather than 
being dependent on them.



A collaborative A-to-Z hiring system

so intuitive the whole company 
will love it.

 Curated Interviews 
Curate or crowdsource questions 
and assign sets by interview type (i.e. 
behavioral vs. technical) to learn what 
you need from a candidate.

 Detailed Reporting & Insights 
Extensive reporting options by position, 
source, and hiring team member enable 
you to be as granular as you want.

Optimize the experience

 One-Click Screening 
Log your interest in a candidate or lack  
of it with one click on the Go/No Go button. 
Great feature when you are sorting dozens 
of applications.

 Security and Privacy 
Comeet uses the most advanced security, 
coding practices, and access permissions 
expected of enterprise software.

Work together easily

 Integrated Communications 
An integrated email system features 
customizable templates and smart 
automation all while organizing all 
correspondence in one place.

 Build Powerful Hiring Teams  
You have the flexibility to invite anyone 
to the hiring team, assign roles and 
access permissions. 

 Integrated Interview Scheduling  
Integrated calendars and scheduling 
make it simple to keep your hiring team 
and candidates in sync, whether they’re 
in the office or on the road.

 Intelligent Automated Workflows 
Preconfigured by us or customized by 
you, workflows automate hiring step 
and eliminate administrative work.

Leverage the outside world

 Sourcing Options 
Unique job email addresses enable you 
to track and evaluate referral sources 
so you can identify which work best. 

 Simple Social Sharing 
Comeet’s one-click sharing encourages 
everyone - employees and friends - to 
spread the word about open positions 
to a wider audience.

 Connect with External Agencies 
Stay connected with agency recruiters 
so you can track referrals, request more 
information and notify them of progress.

 Candidate Profiles 
Comeet collects additional information 
on candidates from social media 
accounts and aggregates the 
information in one place.



Why do companies love Comeet?

“Comeet is the iPhone of recruiting, 
really functional and efficient.„

Michal Lubovsky 
Global Recruitment Manager

“Comeet is a great way to manage 
candidates quickly and easily. 
The design keeps you focused and 
efficient, helping you consistently 
hire the best...„

Mario Fiasconaro
Managing Director, Italy

Ran (Goldi) Goldshtein
CEO

“This system is amazing. 
Managing and monitoring the HR 
process and interviewing myself  
is simple and seamless.„

Contact us to learn how Comeet can help 
you add collaboration to your recruiting.

www.comeet.co

“Comeet’s ease of use is 
basically off the charts. It’s 
friendly and intuitive and 
really easy to navigate.„

Adi Stern 
HR Manager 


